
ABOUT VIBE DIRECT

Based in Irving, Texas, Vibe Direct, LLC (www.vibe.direct) is a peer-to-peer referral platform whose products
include Vibe Mobile, Vibe Deals, Vibe Live and Vibe TV.The company focuses on providing opportunity for those
who wish to secure residual earnings from family and friend referrals.Vibe Direct operates in the US currently and
plans near-term expansion throughout South America, Europe and Asia in the coming years.
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Vibe Direct Adds Location Based Discount Services for Rep
Base Nationwide.

Dallas, Texas November 15, 2018

 

The introduction of new services continues as Vibe Direct announces the addition of Vibe Deals

to its family-friendly offering for Reps.  Vibe Deals is a proximity-based discount locator using

over 350,000 participating franchisee retailers and restaurants.

 

“Our attempts to satisfy the desire of our Rep base continues with the introduction of Vibe

Deals,” says Todd Wallace, President of Vibe Direct.  “Vibe Deals is a focus-based discount

locator, enabling our Reps, and their customers, to save significant money with just a single

use.”

 

Vibe Direct adds Deals to their array of services, including Vibe Mobile, and plans the

introduction of Vibe TV in the very near future.  The Vibe customer base, made up of family and

friends of their Representatives, is growing rapidly and tends to be more “sticky’ than customers

gained through traditional advertising.  In that light, customers save money using services they

already need, and look to Vibe for new savings with future planned offerings.

 

Vibe Direct is expanding rapidly across the US as Reps encourage family and friends to join in

the growth.  “The power of a personal referral is truly overwhelming,” says Mr Wallace.  We

create hope and opportunity for those simply willing to spread a positive message and save their

friends money.” 
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